We are happy to announce some updates and innovations for the new academic year:

1. **The shuttle returns this year too**
   Starting Sunday, Dec. 31st at 7 AM, the shuttle operation will return. The shuttle will start in the public transportation center adjacent to Tel Aviv University train station and will pass Klausner street. There will be numerous stations throughout the drive (Gate 14, gate 2, gate 1).

2. **The recurring Food-Truck**
   In the central square, just between the main library building and Mexico building, there will be a food-truck that will be changed occasionally. At first, the food truck will provide smoked meat alongside with side-dishes for convenient prices.

3. **Shared car**
   There will be a new shared car operation, that can be used by students and employees alike. The car will be operated by the Toyota Share company and will park near Gate 17.

4. **New convenience store in Webb building (Opening soon)**
   A new convenience store is under construction, which will include:
   - A new, innovative convenience store that will offer essential items and will be open 24/7.
   - A second store will sell fruits & vegetables, dairy products, toiletries, etc.
   - A coffee store which will offer sandwiches and pastries.
   - A new, coaly, learning zone.

Wishing you a fruitful and successful year!